ACRC Equipment Lending Library User Agreement
User Responsibility
ACRC does not monitor or control the content of the material accessed through
the internet and cannot be held responsible for its contents. Not all information
found on the internet is accurate, complete, up-to-date, legal or philosophically
acceptable to all individuals. ACRC assumes no responsibility and shall have no
liability for any direct, indirect or consequential damages arising from the use of
information found on the internet, or any communications sent through the
Library's devices. ACRC does not monitor an individual's use of the internet; nor
does the Library employ filtering software. Restriction of a child's access to the
internet is the responsibility of the parent or legal guardian.
Use of the devices for the transmission, dissemination, and/or duplication of
information is regulated under various state and federal laws. ACRC expects all
users to comply with such laws, including but not limited to those related to
copyright, computer hacking, and child pornography.
Vandalizing, abusing, or stealing ACRC equipment is prohibited and will
result in the suspension of equipment privileges. In addition, patrons who
vandalize, abuse, or steal a device may be reported to law enforcement
authorities and may be subject to criminal and/or civil penalties.
I have read and agree to abide by this Device Use Agreement.
Name of Borrower:

Signature of Borrower:

Parent/Legal Guardian of Borrower

Signature of Parent/Legal Guardian

ACRC SC:

ACRC SC telephone number and
email:

Device dispensed by:

Date:

Name and title:

Use Agreement - Easy English
You must follow all laws when using ACRC’s Chromebooks
.
ACRC will not track what you do on the internet.
Not everything on the internet is safe or true; be careful.
ACRC is not responsible for what you do with the device.
If a child is using a device Parents are responsible for restricting their child’s
access.
Vandalizing or stealing ACRC’s equipment is not allowed.
If you vandalize or steal a device, you will no longer be able to borrow devices
from ACRC, and you may be reported to law enforcement.
ACRC thanks the Lifehouse Lending Library for allowing us to utilize their agreement template and borrowing the
language from their document. The following contract uses some or all of the language in the Lifehouse Lending library
agreement

